
Math 101 History of Mathematics Notes 

 

What follows are the topics we will be covering during each of the four class days of presentations.  They 

are listed in the order in which they will be presented.  This handout serves two purposes – one purpose 

is to let students who are presenting today know what order they will be presenting in – and the other is 

to give the whole class guidance in how to organize their notes, what to listen for, and what order the 

topics will be presented in.  The outline below can be used as headings in your notes.  (Note that 

depending on which section of this class you are in, one or more topics might be skipped depending on 

what was chosen.  Also, I may do some presenting in order to fill in gaps, so if I share historical 

information, please take notes on that as well as one the presentations of your classmates.) 

 

 

Geometry Thread 

The Rise and the Reign of Greek Geometry 

 Thales – who he was and what he is noted for mathematically 

 How did Thales find the heights of the pyramids, which can’t be directly measured? 

 How was completing the square (which we do algebraically) done geometrically by the ancients? 

 What is an axiomatic system? 

 Euclid – who he was and what he accomplished mathematically 

 What is the history and impact of Euclid’s book, The Elements (excluding the fifth postulate)? 

 

Geometry in Crisis 

 What is the fifth postulate of Euclid, and why did people find it problematic? 

 How did people prior to the 19th century try to deal with the problem of the fifth postulate? 

  (Khayyam, Saccheri, Lambert, etc.) 

 J. Bolyai and Gauss – short bios with focus on their interaction about non-Euclidean geometry 

 Lobachevskly – bio and his contributions to non-Euclidean geometry 

 Riemann – bio and his contribution to non-Euclidean geometry 

 Why do airplanes travel in paths that look like arcs on a map (if arcs are longer than lines)? 

 

Other Geometrical Topics (Fractal Geometry, Geometry and Art) 

 Gaston Julia – biography and contribution to fractal geometry 

 Benoit Mandelbrot – biography and contribution to fractal geometry 

 Roger Penrose – biography, Penrose Tiles, collaboration with Escher 

 George Polya (or H. S. M. Coxeter) and Escher connections 

 

  

  



Notation and Numbers Thread 

Numeration Systems 

 Roman Numerals – symbols, representation of numbers, how arithmetic was done with them 

 Fibonacci – life, introduction of Hindu-Arabic numeration into Europe 

 

Notation for Arithmetic and Algebra 

 Ways of representing decimal numbers before it was standardized 

 Napier – bio focused on reputation as sorcerer (include rooster story but not story of neighbors  

  birds), religious life and church involvements, popularizer of modern decimal point 

 Girolamo Cardano – life, including birth, work in medicine, travel to Scotland, personality 

 Girolamo Cardano – mathematical work and feud with Tartaglia 

 John Dee – life, rumors of occult practices, interactions with Queen Elizabeth, legacy 

 Francois Vieta – interactions with French royal family, code work, notation 

 Descartes – mathematical notation (a, b, c, x, y, z, exponents), adulthood and death 

 Euler – biography and notation that he introduced 

 

Number in Religion and Play 

 Pythagoras – biography and story of his school (but not their number theory) 

 The Number Theory of the Pythagoreans – figurate numbers and characteristics of numbers 

 What are perfect numbers? 

 Phidias and the number phi, the golden ratio 

 

Fermat’s Last Theorem 

 Interpretation of the notation of Diophantus and context of his life and work 

 What is Fermat’s Last Theorem, and where did Fermat get the idea for it? 

 C. F. Gauss – biography and his involvement in Fermat’s Last Theorem. 

 Sophie Germain – biography, connection to Gauss, involvement in Fermat’s Last Theorem 

 Sir Andrew Wiles – his life (childhood and adulthood) as focused on solving Fermat’s Last Thm. 

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

  



Analysis (Infinity) Thread 

Infinity and Calculus 

 Archimedes – biography – include stories of war machines and “Eureka!” 

 What process did Archimedes use to find the value of pi?  How did it work? 

 Descartes – bio (childhood only), discovery of the coordinate system/analytical geometry 

 Sir Isaac Newton – bio and invention of calculus 

 Gottfried Willhelm von Leibniz – bio and invention of calculus 

 The priority feud between Newton and Leibniz and its impact on British mathematics 

 Brief explanation of the two main branches of calculus and the role of infinity here 

 Sonya Kovalevskaya – focus on bio; give brief mention of the focus of her most important work 

 

The Human Struggle with the Infinite 

 Zeno’s Paradoxes – dichotomy and Achilles and the Tortoise 

 Galileo – bio, math quotes, can conclusions about infinity (when considering square numbers) 

 Cantor and Kronecker – their connections, short bios and feud 

 Responses to Cantor in his time and now (Hilbert, Poincare, Russel, Godel, Cohen, etc.) 

  

  

 

  



Logic Thread 

Overall History of Logic 

 Aristotle – biography and syllogisms – longevity of his logic 

 Leibniz – bio (exclude calculus discovery), contribution to logic, invention of early calculator 

 Augustus de Morgan – bio, contribution to logic, mathematicians he influenced 

 George Boole – life in Lincoln, overview of his contributions to logic, manner of his death 

 Lewis Carroll – biography and brief mention of his contributions to logic 

 John Venn – bio and diagrams 

 Raymond Smullyan – bio and wide-ranging interests, including logic puzzles 

 Raymond Smullyan – strategies for solving the Truth-teller/Liar Riddles he created 

 

Logic and Computing Devices 

 Computing devices overview (abaci, Napier’s bones, Leibniz, Pascaline, Babbage engines, ETC.) 

Pascal – bio and the Pascaline 

Napier – general biography (aristocratic life, education) story of neighbor’s birds 

Ada Byron Lovelace – bio, and be sure to mention Mary Somerville and Charles Babbage 

Alan Turing – biography, contribution to code-breaking, tragic death 

Grace Hopper – biography (mention “bug” and elements from the David Letterman interview 

 


